We wish to make a few comments on Chang et al.'s paper. The use of covariance matrices or their geometric counterpart error ellipses to describe rotation errors is not a new idea. For present-day plate motion models Chase (1978) and Minster & Jordan (1978) used this description with angular variables, but these are easily converted to lengths. We believe that we (Jurdy & Stefanick 1987 , referred to as J&S) were the first to treat the full three-dimensional problem of representing and combining rotation errors as tensors including optimal estimates. Chang et al.'s paper does not discuss any of these contributions. Moreover, the authors factor rotations into a mean rotation followed by a set of perturbing rotations and the latter are treated statistically. This separation is artificial and obscures the geometric content of a description of errors and does not allow a comparison of alternative estimates or the formation of an optimal estimate if they are independent. We wish to go into detail on these points.
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We defined our fit of rotations so that there would be an exact fit for one rotation (Stock & Molnar 1983 ) and then found those rotations which would correspond to an rms misfit of 10 km at the endpoints of the common boundary or at a sequence of points along the common boundary. (The results would be slightly different in the two cases.) This was done so that we could compare our method for combining errors with Stock & Molnar's method of partial uncertainty rotations which, for combining errors, was combinatorial and required 74 rotation combinations. The agreement was very good. That was our purpose. We made no attempt to make real picks of magnetic anomalies and to estimate the individual errors and make a x2 fit. If this were done there would be no exact fit and we would have found the rotation which gave the best fit as well as the set of rotations which gave acceptable values for x2.
A rotation or a set of rotations is most intuitively represented by an axial vector or set of axial vectors ending in some error ellipsoid. If we have several estimates of a rotation due to alternative chains or different authors then we can imagine several ellipsoids (hopefully intersecting) and if the estimates are independent we can combine the results and obtain an optimal estimate and corresponding error ellipsoid which will roughly coincide with the intersection of the original ellipsoids. Geometrically this is ) and (c) which shows three cross-sections in the X I , x y and yz planes. In each diagram all three ellipses intersect, which suggests that the alternative reconstructions are consistent. The diagrams also show the error ellipses obtained from using an optimal estimate for the Antarctica-Africa link and its relative size. Fig. 2 shows stereoscopic views of the three ellipsoids. Whereas the cross-sections require some mental juggling to recover the 3-D configuration, viewing Fig. 2 through a stereoscope makes it immediately apparent that the regions all intersect as described. Algebraically, the rotations can be written several different ways:
where the As are skew-symmetric matrices which exponentiate (Chevalley 1946 ; J&S first equation, unnumbered) to orthogonal matrices and I, m, r denotes the left, middle and right variations. While the products are equal, the errors A;, A; , A: are all different. Chang et al. regard the left (but they write it as being on the right!) decomposition as the correct one while we regard the middle as being correct. We regard their factorization into mean times error as artijicial because the mean rotation and error occur simultaneously. Treating the A matrices as axial vectors in 3-space, the errors A' can be described by covariance matrices which can then be used to construct error ellipsoids, but only in the middle case can the ellipsoid be directly drawn around the end of the uector A,. The sizes of the errors are all comparable (e.g. for a mean rotation of 60" the middle error is not more than 5 per cent larger than the left or right error) so there is no real advantage to using the left based on size. Consider how the rotation (and error estimate) between adjacent plates is determined. A set of points on one plate with a certain age is picked and a corresponding set of points on the other plate is paired with these. Then we can find for each rotation the mean-squared error of the match. We can then choose the rotation which minimizes the mean-squared error and af the same rime the range (or rather region) of rotations which will give an acceptable fit consistent with the errors in the point picks. This corresponds to J&S equations (3)- (6) the middle variation in equation (1). To perform the fitting, or to describe the fitting as being in two steps, the first corresponding to the main rotation and the second a perturbing rotation, is artificial and arbitrary, in that moving the second set of points to the first and jiggling is not the same as moving the first set of points to the second (with inverse rotations) and jiggling. One undesirable consequence of Chang et al.'s factorization is the asymmetry it causes in the treatment of a rotation and its inverse. If we consider the description of the errors in a rotation and its inverse, the axial vectors are all paired as reflections through the origin and the error ellipsoids are then parallel translates of each other. Using their one-sided definition of the error then their ellipsoids are rotated with respect to each other by the mean rotation which seems artificial to us. Chang ef al. (1990) do not describe the relation between their covariances of a rotation and its inverse so we will pass on to their rule for combining errors. Given two successive rotations it is possible to combine the rotations into a third net rotation. (Rotations form a group and the orthogonal matrices representing the rotations can be multiplied, giving an orthogonal matrix corresponding to the net rotation.) If we have statistical descriptions of the errors of each of the factor rotations (and the errors are independent) then it is more or less intuitive that the errors in the net rotation are determined at least in the same statistical sense. From this, the statistical description of the error in the net rotation should be expressible in terms of the statistical descriptions of the errors of the two factor rotations and the rotations themselves. Consider the rule (equation 12) used by Chang et al. to combine their covariances for the combined rotation, C (we retain their notation here): The covariance depends on the covariances of both errors and the first rotation, B, but not at all on the second rotation, A. If a second person were to work through the chain of plates in the reverse order (which is really arbitrary) the second person's result would depend on his first rotation (which would be the inverse of the first person's second rotation). We do not claim that their equation (12) is incorrect-we believe that it is a correct description of their one-sided covariance, but its asymmetry shows the effect of their arbitrary factorization. This asymmetrical state of affairs is due entirely to the lopsided factorization employed by the authors, which will lead to confusion unless chains of rotations could be uniquely defined, which they cannot, since they can obviously be performed in as many ways as one can move along a chain of one plate to another or backward. The covariance matrices used by these authors do not describe the rotations themselves, but post-or pre-rotations at each step-hence the asymmetry.
Our rule for combining covariances is more complicated, but more symmetrical:
where R ( w ) = exp ( w ) and w is the axial vector, also where F and G are matrices that depend on the rotations: and the superscript T denotes the transpose. We prefer this form over equation (A3) of Chang er a/., since they mismatched variables which were intended to be mnemonic. Given wA and wg, wc can be calculated quite easily with subroutines that find exp and its inverse log (about 20 lines each). The 3 x 3 matrices F and G can then be calculated numerically. We do not regard this as excessive for this type of problem. In our earlier treatment of the problem, we transformed the axial vectors w to new vectors where we could explicitly solve for the vector corresponding to wc in terms of the vectors corresponding to wA and wB and then the matrices F and G can be expressed analytically. Our approach then computes the covariance matrix of the axial vector of a product rotation in terms of the covariance matrices of the axial vectors of the factors and the axial vectors themselves. If you are willing to use transformed vectors and covariances, this can all be done explicitly and analytically, but this is not necessary.
A statistical description of the errors in A,' (from equation 1) is useful for describing point displacements but it must be converted to the A& description if we wish to describe rotation errors, which was our goal. Their error ellipse cannot be translated to the mean rotation vector directly but must be converted using the above equation. So they have a collection of parameters that must be converted to another set which can then be plotted geometrically.
We must ask: How can one write a technical paper on this topic, and when reaching the crucial point, merely state that 'a formal derivation of the error in R is beyond the scope of this paper' (italics ours)? The error covariance matrix of their rotation is never even defined.
D. M . Jurdy and M . Stefanick
The definition is short and not formidable.
where I is the identity matrix, Tr sums the diagonal elements (an invariant) and the overbars denote ensemble averages. (This is evident from squaring a skew-symmetric matrix and seeing that the diagonal elements must be modified.) Equation (2) then follows from (1) in three lines.
The uncertainty in an estimated rotation fi is large, if a second rotation with a large angle can be combined with it without sign@canfly degrading the data that the rotation is supposed to fit. The uncertainty is small, when only small rotations about any axis can be added to fi without degrading the quality of the fit.
If we agree that the axial vector is the correct generalization of angle of rotation and that the addition of a rotation with a large angle means the addition of a large (vector) angle, then this corresponds with our definition. We believe that the authors intend a post-multiplication by a rotation and that this is not correct for the reasons described above.
Rotation errors between adjacent plates may be described in such a fashion but when more complicated constructions are made such a direct tie to data is lost and not really desirable anyway. As an example, we (J&S) described the Also referring to the italicized lines on page 653: relative rotation of Antarctica and Africa and its error. We could directly relate the two plates since they have a common ridge but it is short and the errors in the rotation would be large. We could alternatively link Antarctica to India and India to Africa and construct a composite rotation which would not by itself directly fit any data along the Antarctica-Africa borders. Because these two alternative rotations are found from distinct, in fact, disjoint data, are we to conclude that they cannot be directly compared? By describing each rotation and its error estimate in terms of rotation pole vectors these alternatives can be shown to be consistent and combined into an optimal estimate as shown by (J&S). Tying a description of rotation errors to a specific data set is unnecessary, undesirable and usually impossible if the plate pair is disjoint. The rotation parameters, in a vector form, can themselves be used to describe errors and this frees us from referring back to the data used to create some of the rotation links and allows us to compare rotation estimates and errors from different authors and data sets. Is this not desirable? Within their formalism how would they compare alternative rotations obtained by different authors or paths or construct an optimal estimate?
